Kindergarten Art Enrichment
1. Trace your hand and use 5 different styles of lines to create a pattern to

fill in the hand.
Examples of styles of lines -

zigzag, curve, straight, broken,
loop de loop

2. Create a robot using geometric shapes. Can you name the geometric
shapes you used and how many?

3. Create a primary color alien and his/her pet using only red, yellow and
blue. Add primary color stars and planet to the background.

4. Draw a birdhouse using geometric shapes, add lines for detail, and use
primary and secondary colors to color in.

First Grade Art Enrichment

1. Draw a still-life of your favorite stuffed animal. Add a horizon
line to stop objects from floating and add color.

2. Sketch a giraffe with a long neck and add free form shapes
for spots. Don’t forget the horizon line! Add color.

3. Draw a silly monster and color using only secondary colors.
How many legs, eyes, and arms does your monster have? What
would you name your monster?

4. Kitchen Still-life : Search your kitchen for 3 still-life items.
Sketch the items from observation and add your horizon line to
ground the objects. Use your color knowledge to add color for
a finishing touch!

Second Grade Art Enrichment

1. Peek out a window in your house and sketch a landscape you
see. Remember to add background, middle ground and
foreground in your picture. Add color.

2. Fold your paper in ½. Draw ½ of the body of a butterfly and
add wings. Cut out your drawing while the paper is folded.
Open your paper cut out to see your whole butterfly. Add
shapes to create a mirror image on both wings. Decorate your
butterfly.

3. Cool Cats and Hot Dogs: Fold a paper in half. Draw a cat on
one side and a dog on the other. Color the cat using only cool
colors, and the dog using only warm colors.

4. Sketch a sunset over water. Color the sky using warm colors
and the water using cool colors. Find a way to add symmetry
to your scene.

Third Grade Art Enrichment

1. Sketch a figure doing your favorite sport. Add motion lines to
show movement. For fun, ask a family member to pose! Feel
free to add props.

2. Positive and Negative Space:
Fold a paper in ½. Trace your hand on both sides. Color the
positive space, and on the other side, color only in the negative
space (background).

3. Complementary Color:
Sketch an ice cream cone with 3 scoops of ice cream. Make a
color pattern using a different set of complementary colors in
each scoop. Yum!!
Complementary color sets:

Red/Green
Blue/Orange
Yellow/Violet

4. Use your imagination, create a design using 2 of the above
techniques.
Will you show movement?
Will you utilize positive and negative space?
Will you use complementary colors?

Fourth Grade Art Enrichment

1. Sketch a family member in proportion! Do you remember where
the eyes should be placed? Color is optional.

2. Draw a horizon line and place a dot in the center of the line.
This will be your vanishing point. Add a road coming from your
vanishing point to the bottom of the paper. Add a city skyline
above the horizon line. Add details and color.
What is the name of your city?
What time of day is it?

3. Sketch or trace a circle. Add a horizon line on each side.
Decide on where your light source is coming from (left or
right). Using only pencil, add shading showing a value scale,
changing the circle to a sphere.
Where would the shadow cast?

4. Search your home for recycled materials. Build a one of a kind
robot.
What real-world problem would your robot be able to solve?

